To all to whom these Presents shall come, J. Melia Blandine Chway
Doctor of Medicine of Melbourne in the Colony of Victoria, send —
Greeting. Whereas I am desirous of obtaining Letters Patent for —
claiming unto me her Majesty's Special Licence that I, my execu-
tors, administrators, heirs and assigns, and such others as I or —
they may at any time agree with, and as others, should and —
without any letter from time to time, and at all times during the —
term of fourteen years to be computed from the day on which this —
Instrument shall be left at the Office of the Chief Secretary —
above, and exercising and using within the Colony of Victoria —
and the dependencies an invention or a Sulphure for manufac-
turing purposes, and, in order to obtain the said Letters Patent —
I must by an Instrument in writing under my hand and seal —
particularly describe and ascertain the nature of the said —
Invention and in what manner the same is to be performed —
and must also enter into the Covenant hereinafter contained —
Now Know ye All, that the nature of such invention, and the —
Manner in which the same is to be performed, is particularly —
described and ascertained in and by the following Statement —
that is to say —

I have a direction or infusion of the bark of the tree of the —
Australian Forest, botanically known as the Eucalyptus citriodora —
with this direction or infusion I combine Sulphate of Iron, Phosphate of —
Potash, and Hypochloric Acid, and I produce the drying material —
in the liquid to the solid form. The proportions of the specific in-
redients will vary infinitely according to the kind of dye required —

And I desire for myself my Executors, Administrators and Administrators —
and Executors, and Assessors that I believe the said —
invention to be a new invention as to the public use and expense —
thereof, and that I do not know or believe that any other person than —
myself, in the time and place of the same, has that I have —
but depose these presents at the Office of the Chief Secretary with any —
such knowledge or belief as last aforesaid in Writs thereof. I have —
hereto set my hand and seal this 13th day of September 1842 —

Witness the Signature of the said J. Melia Blandine Chway
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[Signature]

[Signature]